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Oct 2-28/2017 Week 5 

Being Bound to Holy Spirit Leader Guide

Suggested reading list for 
this year:
Holy Fire, R.T. Kendall
The Forgotten God,  
   - Francis Chan
 40 Days with the Holy 
Spirit, R.T. Kendall
Bible Reading Plan- Life 
Journal

Big Idea
The Holy Spirit 
Gives us gifts to use 
for his purposes

Leaders Notes
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Nov 5-11/2017 Week 6

Gifts of Holy Spirit Leader Guide

This Weeks Passages to Study: Gifts of the Spirit
1Cor 12, 1 Cor 14                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

- Open In Prayer

Last Weeks KEY Point: Key Point: Quote:  Pastor and Dr. Rob Reimer says 
this about the Spirit,

The best way for God to give us the gi� of His fullness is to give us the 
gi� of Himself.  The fullness of God is found in the person of God, so 
God gives us His Spirit to dwell in us so that we can have access to the 
fullness of God. -River Dwellers, pg. 23 Is there any points or ques�ons 
arising from Lasts weeks discussion-? 

- Announcements: 
Mens Breakfast out coming. 
Sign Up For Guess Whose Coming To Dinner
Hearing God  Sundays 9am. 
Get everyone to fill out sheet or pass around each persons email, 
text/ Telephone number to stay in communication. Also to Share 
prayer requests etc. 

Follow up and review last weeks discussion, What was it about?
What stood out? What Impact did it have on you, at work with your family?

Exercise: 
Get the group to list 
All of the various gifts of the spirit.________________________

I Cor 12:1 Paul wants us to be informed. 
Gifts of the spirit are from __________________
V7 why are gifts given?_________________________

I Cor 12:11- all have gifts individually for his purpose.
There seems to be an issue here about which gift is higher than 
another. do we have this issue come up today?

v27 on talk about a hierarchy of gifts?

Ask get opinions: Why is there so much discussion in these 
passages about tongues ? 
Why not a commotion about prophecy?___________________
Why is there a lot of discussion about tongues even in the 
church today?
Answer: Because it is so visibly manifest.
Tongues is in your face, the other gifts not so much

chapter 14 talks about who the gifts are for:
What is the definition of prophecy?
tongues is for Who: 
Prophecy for who? 
So why do we not Chase after prophecy today? 

This material is to spur 
questions and discussion.
Let the Holy Spirit guide 
the conversation. 
You DO NOT have to 
“get through” all the material.
But to affirm the “point” 
of the lesson. 
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Nov 5-11/2017 Week 6

Gifts of Holy Spirit Leader Guide

In your life as a follower of Christ have you had / do you have a 
manifestation of the gift of the spirit in your life? 

DO you know what your gifts are? 

,Do you have an experience using your Gift you would want  to 
share?

key point: If we are filled with the Holy Spirit, then his gifts are 
made manifest in us for the whole body of Christ. To bear witness 
of the work of Christ for the whole world, the filling of the Spirit and 
to build and serve each other.

As we concluded in last weeks discussion. 
Have you asked for the filling of the Spirit?

From what we have read and discussed tonight 
What is God saying to You. 
Find time this week to Sit alone  with God and ask him. 
Write your questions down, Write the first thing that comes into your 
mind. 
Write down What do you need to do about it?
For some a good way to follow through is to share it with someone 
to be held accountable so it gets done. Consider it. 
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NAME Request Celebrate/Praise

r

Prayer Requests            Date:          /           /

Close In Prayer

Leaders: 
you can finish with this if your 
group is willing to share on 
this level or exhort them to do 
this on their own this week.
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